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ModelWare EPS ($) (0.42) (0.42) (0.34) (0.29)
Prior ModelWare EPS
($)

- - - -

P/E NM NM NM NM
EPS ($)§ - (0.60) (0.56) (0.47)
Div yld (%) - - - -

Unless otherwise noted, all metrics are based on Morgan Stanley ModelWare
framework
§ = Consensus data is provided by Thomson Reuters Estimates
e = Morgan Stanley Research estimates
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2020e2020e 2020e2020e 2021e2021e 2021e2021e
QuarterQuarter 20192019 PriorPrior CurrentCurrent PriorPrior CurrentCurrent
Q1 - - (0.11) - -
Q2 - - (0.11) - -
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Q4 - - (0.10) - -

e = Morgan Stanley Research estimates
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1Q20: What To Focus On for 1st
Earnings

With sports and state legislatures largely on hold, and DKNG a
long-term story, we see 1Q20 earnings as less significant than
future ones. However, with significant momentum in the stock,
we lay out 4 key areas of focus for us.

1) Loss trajectory. We forecast a 1Q EBITDA loss of $(34)m, and a loss of $(139)m

in 2020, vs. $(82)m in 2019. With most major sports leagues halting their seasons

in mid-March, and March Madness getting cancelled 5 days before the event (so

likely some marketing dollars were already spent), we expect 1Q losses to be

significant. Thinking forward to 2Q, despite broad sporting event cancellations

DKNG has not announced lay-offs or furloughs, but the company has likely now

pulled back on marketing, so we forecast a loss of $(36)m. We will focus on

commentary around 2020, including sensitivity to various outcomes such as NFL

returning later than expected or not returning for the '19/'20 season, which could

have a meaningful impact on DKNG's DFS business. The company has given

limited historical quarterly disclosure but under pre-COVID conditions, 3Q would

generally have the highest losses as operators market aggressively in the lead-up

to NFL season, though this year 3Q could benefit from NBA Playoffs.

With pro forma combined (post-deal) cash of ~$590m at YE19 (incl. $44.5m

drawn revolver, which it repaid in April), we would be comfortable with DKNG

losing more than our $(139)m '20 EBITDA forecast. However, if losses are

expected to be >$250m, it could suggest a shorter cash burn window and

potential for a capital raise. That said, with its market cap at $9B, DKNG could

double its liquidity position while diluting shareholders by <10%.

2) Updates to its revenue outlook. At its March 2020 Analyst Day, DKNG

projected $540m revenue in 2020, counting states that were live at the end of

2019 (so ~10% of US population with online sports betting, excluded IA), but also

not considering headwinds from COVID-19. Its projection included iGaming in PA,

which launched 5/1, and in NJ, both of which we expect are tracking ahead of

mgmt's expectations due to stay-at-home tailwinds. Mgmt had also projected

2021 revenue of $700m, which assumed OSB available to ~20% of the US

population, and iGaming available to an additional 4% (beyond PA and NJ).

Factoring in the impact of COVID, we forecast lower 2020 / 2021 revenue of

$439m / $674m. We expect mgmt to lower expectations for this year due to

COVID-19 but investors should be prepared for it. In 2019, DKNG reported pro

forma revenue of $432m, 4% ahead of its $415m projection from December '19,

DraftKings Inc ( DKNG.O, DKNG US ) 
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so DKNG has a recent track record of beating (normal) expectations.

3) Commentary around recent trends. While there are limitations on how much

one can read into the current environment, we expect mgmt to highlight recent

events that show strong pent-up demand for sports betting / DFS, as well as

stay-at-home benefits to iGaming. There were two notable sporting events in

April, the West Palm Beach tennis tournament, and UFC 249, which we expect

mgmt to comment on. According to The Action Network, UFC 249 was DKNG's

most bet-on MMA event in its history before the main card even started, and we

found US sports betting app downloads improved throughout the month of

April, with declines of (34)% y/y the first week but growth of 32% the 4th.

Looking ahead, there are star-studded charity golf matches 5/17 and 5/24,

NASCAR returns 5/17, MLB owners tentatively approved a July return, NBA will

have 22 of 30 practice facilities open by Monday (report), with potential for a

summer playoffs, the PGA resumes 6/11, and Formula 1 potentially resumes in

early July.

In terms of iGaming, NJ revenue increased 118% y/y to $80m in April vs. +66% in

March/+64% in February, with DraftKings' license holder growing 126%. In PA,

VIXIO GamblingCompliance reported that revenue grew to >$40m in April,

implying >60% growth m/m, a strong acceleration vs. +25% in March and +40% in

Feb. Notably DKNG launched iGaming in PA on 5/1. Generally there appears to be

pent-up demand for gaming, with SD casinos reopening this past weekend and 1

CEO highlighting how volumes were 15-20% higher than a typical weekend. In

addition, it has been reported that lotteries in GA and AR set new monthly

records in April.

4. Regulatory outlook. While DKNG likely has more limited visibility into the

near-term regulatory path for new sports betting and iGaming states as it

typically would as COVID has interrupted typical legislative sessions, we still

expect mgmt to address the outlook. Investors will be curious given it provides

the building blocks to the sizeable market opportunity. For sports betting, we

note bills have been advancing through the LA legislature. MD and SD both

approved sports betting legalization questions to be placed on their November

ballots. MI and IL launched onground sports betting in March shortly before

casino closures, though we don't have much clarity around when online will

launch (we forecast 2021 for both). In March-April, WA and OK authorized

certain tribes to offer sports betting, while VA legalized sports betting on 4/23.

Four operators (DraftKings, FanDuel, BetMGM, BetRivers) launched online sports

betting on 5/1 in CO, a market we expect to be competitive due to its just 10% tax

rate and 4m adults in the state. We forecast OH to legalize sports betting in

2020 as its session continues throughout the year. In iGaming, WV's Lottery

Commission has approved rules that may allow iGaming to launch this summer

vs. prior expectations/our forecast of 2021. Headlines suggest MI iGaming may

launch sooner than our 2021 forecast if the Governor uses an emergency order,

though legal challenges have limited its momentum. PENN (who operates in 19

states) on its 1Q earnings call highlighted discussions with states around

legalizing/accelerating iGaming are "very active".

For our more detailed views on DraftKings, please see our recent initiation, All

In on Best-in-Breed Sports Betting.
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Risk Reward – DraftKings Inc (DKNG.O)

$23.00
Equal to base case scenario, discounting back 16x '25 EBITDA, based on comparable tech
multiples

Morgan Stanley EstimatesMean

Consensus Price Target Distribution $23.00 $25.00

Source: Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley Research

MS Rating

▪We expect legal US sports betting &
iGaming to increase from <$1.5B in 2019 to
$12B in 2025, with COVID-19 increasing the
mkt opportunity as states look for new
sources of tax revenue
▪ Forecast DraftKings to maintain leading
#1/#2 share, 20% in sports betting and 15%
in iGaming in 2025
▪ CAC advantage through its legacy Daily
Fantasy Sports (DFS) database and
improving marketing efficiency drives
29%/34% 2025/2028 EBITDA margins
▪ Regression of growth vs. valuation
suggests DraftKings should trade at a 16x
'25 EBITDA, which we then discount back
▪ Very attractive bull/bear skew

Consensus Rating Distribution

100%Overweight
0% Equal-weight
0% Underweight

Source: Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley Research

$75.00
$22B '25 TAM; DraftKings takes outsized
share

$22B 2025 Gaming TAM ($15B sports
betting, (all states / $60 spend per
adult), $7B iGaming (13 states /$112 spend
per adult), $545m DFS), 25% Market Share,
34% EBITDA Margin, 20x EBITDA Multiple

$23.00
$12B '25 TAM; DraftKings remains a #1/#2
player

$12B 2025 Gaming TAM ($8.5B sports
betting (38 states / $38 spend per adult),
$3.5B iGaming (11 states / $81 spend per
adult), $436m DFS), 20% Market Share,
29% EBITDA Margin, 16x EBITDA Multiple
Discounted back to YE20

$4.00
$5B '25 TAM; DraftKings loses share

$5B 2025 Gaming TAM ($3B sports betting
(25 states / $25 spend per adult) , $2B
iGaming (6 states / $63 spend per adult),
$327m DFS), 16% Market Share, 24%
EBITDA Margin, 10x EBITDA Multiple

Best-In-Breed for US Sports Betting, OW

PRICE TARGET

MS PT

$24.25

RISK REWARD CHART

Key:Key:  Historical Stock Performance  Current Stock Price  Price Target

Source: Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley Research
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Risk Reward – DraftKings Inc (DKNG.O)

Drivers 2019 2020e 2021e 2022e

Sports Betting Market Growth (%) 114.5 8.2 88.7 69.9

Sports Betting Market Share (%) 11.2 17.6 17.1 18.3

Revenue Growth (%) 41.0 1.7 53.5 44.6

EBITDA Margin ($, mm) (0) (0) (0) (0)

Sports betting, iGaming, and DFS TAM
DraftKings' Market share
Marketing (CAC vs. LTV) efficency

0-10% UK
90-100% North America

Source: Morgan Stanley Research Estimate 
View explanation of regional hierarchies, here

Inst. Owners, % Active 91.7%

Source: Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley Research

Larger population legalizes online sports
betting / iGaming
DraftKings takes outsized market share
Favorable regulatory developments
Outperformance on costs 

Legislative momentum for sports betting /
iGaming slows
Competition successful with being more
promotional
Unfavorable regulatory developments
Outsized EBITDA losses
COVID-19 drives extended sporting event
cancellations
Class A/B structure

Morgan Stanley EstimatesMean
Source: Thomson Reuters, Morgan Stanley Research

FY Dec 2020e

Sales /
Revenue
($, mm)

Note: There are not sufficient brokers supplying

consensus data for this metric

439

EBITDA
($, mm) Note: There are not sufficient brokers supplying

consensus data for this metric

(159)

EPS
($) Note: There are not sufficient brokers supplying

consensus data for this metric

(0.42)

KEY EARNINGS INPUTS

INVESTMENT DRIVERS

GLOBAL REVENUE EXPOSURE

RISKS TO PT/RATING
RISKS TO UPSIDE

RISKS TO DOWNSIDE

OWNERSHIP POSITIONING

MS ESTIMATES VS. CONSENSUS

H
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Model Summary - DraftKings Inc

Exhibit 1: Income Statement
Income Statement ($ in millions) 2019 1Q20E 2Q20E 3Q20E 4Q20E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E
Revenue
DraftKings $323 $89 $33 $82 $144 $349 $564 $856 $1,294 $1,718 $2,078
SBTech 108 23 14 22 30 90 110 118 129 141 152
Revenue $432 $113 $48 $104 $175 $439 $674 $974 $1,423 $1,858 $2,229

Y/Y Growth % 41% 19% -42% 9% 9% 2% 54% 45% 46% 31% 20%
% of Annual 26% 11% 24% 40%

Guidance $415 $540 $700
Cost of Revenue ($179) ($59) ($30) ($57) ($91) ($237) ($325) ($467) ($680) ($863) ($1,001)_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
Gross Profit $253 $54 $18 $47 $84 $202 $349 $508 $743 $995 $1,228

Y/Y Growth % 17% -20% 73% 45% 46% 34% 23%
Margin 58% 48% 37% 45% 48% 46% 52% 52% 52% 54% 55%

Guidance
Expenses
Sales & Marketing ($193) ($47) ($14) ($42) ($67) ($169) ($268) ($393) ($482) ($428) ($365)
Product & Technology (76) (20) (19) (22) (26) (87) (96) (103) (109) (114) (120)
General & Administrative (131) (35) (35) (35) (36) (141) (144) (149) (154) (159) (164)_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
Total Operating Expenses ($400) ($102) ($67) ($99) ($128) ($397) ($508) ($645) ($744) ($702) ($649)

Y/Y Growth % -1% 28% 27% 15% -6% -7%
% of Revenue 93% 90% 142% 95% 74% 90% 75% 66% 52% 38% 29%

Income From Operations ($148) ($48) ($50) ($52) ($45) ($195) ($159) ($137) ($1) $293 $579
Interest Income (Expense) 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
Other 3 - - - - - - - - - -_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
Income Before Tax ($144) ($48) ($49) ($52) ($44) ($194) ($157) ($136) ($0) $294 $580
Income Tax Benefit (Expense) $4 $12 $12 $13 $11 $48 $39 $34 $0 ($74) ($145)
Other (0) - - - - - - - - - -_______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ _______
Net Income ($140) ($36) ($37) ($39) ($33) ($145) ($118) ($102) ($0) $221 $435
Avg. Shares Outanding (No Redemption) 337 337 350 350 350 347 350 350 350 350 350
Avg. Shares Outstanding (Max Redemption) 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 306
Earnings Per Share (No Redemption) ($0.42) ($0.11) ($0.11) ($0.11) ($0.10) ($0.42) ($0.34) ($0.29) ($0.00) $0.63 $1.24
Earnings Per Share (Max Redemption) ($0.46) ($0.12) ($0.12) ($0.13) ($0.11) ($0.47) ($0.39) ($0.33) ($0.00) $0.72 $1.42

Adjusted EBITDA Build 2019 1Q20E 2Q20E 3Q20E 4Q20E 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E
Income From Operations ($148) ($48) ($50) ($52) ($45) ($195) ($159) ($137) ($1) $293 $579
D&A 32 9 9 9 9 36 35 37 36 35 35
Stock-based Compensation 18 5 5 5 5 20 22 23 24 25 27
Transaction-related & Other 17 - - - - - - - - - -
Consolidated Adjusted EBITDA ($82) ($34) ($36) ($38) ($31) ($139) ($101) ($77) $59 $354 $640

Y/Y Growth % 69% -27% -24% -176% 500% 81%
Margin -19% -30% -75% -37% -18% -32% -15% -8% 4% 19% 29%

Guidance
Source: Company Reports, Morgan Stanley Research estimates
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www.morganstanley.com/online/researchdisclosures. For Morgan Stanley specific disclosures, you may refer to
www.morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures.
Each Morgan Stanley Equity Research report is reviewed and approved on behalf of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. This review and approval is conducted
by the same person who reviews the Equity Research report on behalf of Morgan Stanley. This could create a conflict of interest.
Other Important Disclosures
Morgan Stanley & Co. International PLC and its affiliates have a significant financial interest in the debt securities of Boyd Gaming Corporation, Extended Stay
America Inc, Hyatt Hotels Corporation, Las Vegas Sands Corp., Marriott International Inc., MGM Resorts International, Penn National Gaming, Inc..
Morgan Stanley Research policy is to update research reports as and when the Research Analyst and Research Management deem appropriate, based on
developments with the issuer, the sector, or the market that may have a material impact on the research views or opinions stated therein. In addition, certain
Research publications are intended to be updated on a regular periodic basis (weekly/monthly/quarterly/annual) and will ordinarily be updated with that
frequency, unless the Research Analyst and Research Management determine that a different publication schedule is appropriate based on current conditions.
Morgan Stanley is not acting as a municipal advisor and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within the
meaning of Section 975 of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
Morgan Stanley produces an equity research product called a "Tactical Idea." Views contained in a "Tactical Idea" on a particular stock may be contrary to the
recommendations or views expressed in research on the same stock. This may be the result of differing time horizons, methodologies, market events, or other
factors. For all research available on a particular stock, please contact your sales representative or go to Matrix at http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix.
Morgan Stanley Research is provided to our clients through our proprietary research portal on Matrix and also distributed electronically by Morgan Stanley to
clients. Certain, but not all, Morgan Stanley Research products are also made available to clients through third-party vendors or redistributed to clients through
alternate electronic means as a convenience. For access to all available Morgan Stanley Research, please contact your sales representative or go to Matrix at
http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix.
Any access and/or use of Morgan Stanley Research is subject to Morgan Stanley's Terms of Use (http://www.morganstanley.com/terms.html). By accessing
and/or using Morgan Stanley Research, you are indicating that you have read and agree to be bound by our Terms of Use
(http://www.morganstanley.com/terms.html). In addition you consent to Morgan Stanley processing your personal data and using cookies in accordance with
our Privacy Policy and our Global Cookies Policy (http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html), including for the purposes of setting your preferences
and to collect readership data so that we can deliver better and more personalized service and products to you. To find out more information about how Morgan
Stanley processes personal data, how we use cookies and how to reject cookies see our Privacy Policy and our Global Cookies Policy
(http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html).
If you do not agree to our Terms of Use and/or if you do not wish to provide your consent to Morgan Stanley processing your personal data or using cookies
please do not access our research.
Morgan Stanley Research does not provide individually tailored investment advice. Morgan Stanley Research has been prepared without regard to the
circumstances and objectives of those who receive it. Morgan Stanley recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and
strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial adviser. The appropriateness of an investment or strategy will depend on an investor's
circumstances and objectives. The securities, instruments, or strategies discussed in Morgan Stanley Research may not be suitable for all investors, and
certain investors may not be eligible to purchase or participate in some or all of them. Morgan Stanley Research is not an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation
of an offer to buy or sell any security/instrument or to participate in any particular trading strategy. The value of and income from your investments may vary
because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates, securities/instruments prices, market indexes, operational or
financial conditions of companies or other factors. There may be time limitations on the exercise of options or other rights in securities/instruments
transactions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be
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realized. If provided, and unless otherwise stated, the closing price on the cover page is that of the primary exchange for the subject company's
securities/instruments.
The fixed income research analysts, strategists or economists principally responsible for the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research have received
compensation based upon various factors, including quality, accuracy and value of research, firm profitability or revenues (which include fixed income trading
and capital markets profitability or revenues), client feedback and competitive factors. Fixed Income Research analysts', strategists' or economists'
compensation is not linked to investment banking or capital markets transactions performed by Morgan Stanley or the profitability or revenues of particular
trading desks.
The "Important Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies" section in Morgan Stanley Research lists all companies mentioned where Morgan Stanley
owns 1% or more of a class of common equity securities of the companies. For all other companies mentioned in Morgan Stanley Research, Morgan Stanley
may have an investment of less than 1% in securities/instruments or derivatives of securities/instruments of companies and may trade them in ways different
from those discussed in Morgan Stanley Research. Employees of Morgan Stanley not involved in the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research may have
investments in securities/instruments or derivatives of securities/instruments of companies mentioned and may trade them in ways different from those
discussed in Morgan Stanley Research. Derivatives may be issued by Morgan Stanley or associated persons.
With the exception of information regarding Morgan Stanley, Morgan Stanley Research is based on public information. Morgan Stanley makes every effort to
use reliable, comprehensive information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete. We have no obligation to tell you when opinions or
information in Morgan Stanley Research change apart from when we intend to discontinue equity research coverage of a subject company. Facts and views
presented in Morgan Stanley Research have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information known to, professionals in other Morgan Stanley business
areas, including investment banking personnel.
Morgan Stanley Research personnel may participate in company events such as site visits and are generally prohibited from accepting payment by the
company of associated expenses unless pre-approved by authorized members of Research management.
Morgan Stanley may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views in this report.
To our readers based in Taiwan or trading in Taiwan securities/instruments: Information on securities/instruments that trade in Taiwan is distributed by Morgan
Stanley Taiwan Limited ("MSTL"). Such information is for your reference only. The reader should independently evaluate the investment risks and is solely
responsible for their investment decisions. Morgan Stanley Research may not be distributed to the public media or quoted or used by the public media without
the express written consent of Morgan Stanley. Any non-customer reader within the scope of Article 7-1 of the Taiwan Stock Exchange Recommendation
Regulations accessing and/or receiving Morgan Stanley Research is not permitted to provide Morgan Stanley Research to any third party (including but not
limited to related parties, affiliated companies and any other third parties) or engage in any activities regarding Morgan Stanley Research which may create or
give the appearance of creating a conflict of interest. Information on securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for informational purposes only and is
not to be construed as a recommendation or a solicitation to trade in such securities/instruments. MSTL may not execute transactions for clients in these
securities/instruments.
Morgan Stanley is not incorporated under PRC law and the research in relation to this report is conducted outside the PRC. Morgan Stanley Research does
not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in the PRC. PRC investors shall have the relevant qualifications to invest in
such securities and shall be responsible for obtaining all relevant approvals, licenses, verifications and/or registrations from the relevant governmental
authorities themselves. Neither this report nor any part of it is intended as, or shall constitute, provision of any consultancy or advisory service of securities
investment as defined under PRC law. Such information is provided for your reference only.
Morgan Stanley Research is disseminated in Brazil by Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A. located at Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 3600, 6th floor, São Paulo - SP,
Brazil; and is regulated by the Comissão de Valores Mobiliários; in Mexico by Morgan Stanley México, Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V which is regulated by
Comision Nacional Bancaria y de Valores. Paseo de los Tamarindos 90, Torre 1, Col. Bosques de las Lomas Floor 29, 05120 Mexico City; in Japan by
Morgan Stanley MUFG Securities Co., Ltd. and, for Commodities related research reports only, Morgan Stanley Capital Group Japan Co., Ltd; in Hong Kong
by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited (which accepts responsibility for its contents) and by Morgan Stanley Asia International Limited, Hong Kong Branch; in
Singapore by Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Pte. (Registration number 199206298Z) and/or Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Securities Pte Ltd
(Registration number 200008434H), regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore (which accepts legal responsibility for its contents and should be
contacted with respect to any matters arising from, or in connection with, Morgan Stanley Research) and by Morgan Stanley Asia International Limited,
Singapore Branch (Registration number T11FC0207F); in Australia to "wholesale clients" within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act by Morgan
Stanley Australia Limited A.B.N. 67 003 734 576, holder of Australian financial services license No. 233742, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in
Australia to "wholesale clients" and "retail clients" within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Australia
Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 19 009 145 555, holder of Australian financial services license No. 240813, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in Korea by Morgan
Stanley & Co International plc, Seoul Branch; in India by Morgan Stanley India Company Private Limited; in Indonesia by PT. Morgan Stanley Sekuritas
Indonesia; in Canada by Morgan Stanley Canada Limited, which has approved of and takes responsibility for its contents in Canada; in Germany and the
European Economic Area where required by Morgan Stanley Europe S.E., regulated by Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin); in Spain by
Morgan Stanley, S.V., S.A., a Morgan Stanley group company, which is supervised by the Spanish Securities Markets Commission (CNMV) and states that
Morgan Stanley Research has been written and distributed in accordance with the rules of conduct applicable to financial research as established under
Spanish regulations; in the US by Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, which accepts responsibility for its contents. Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc, authorized
by the Prudential Regulatory Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulatory Authority, disseminates in the UK
research that it has prepared, and approves solely for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, research which has been
prepared by any of its affiliates. RMB Morgan Stanley Proprietary Limited is a member of the JSE Limited and A2X (Pty) Ltd. RMB Morgan Stanley Proprietary
Limited is a joint venture owned equally by Morgan Stanley International Holdings Inc. and RMB Investment Advisory (Proprietary) Limited, which is wholly
owned by FirstRand Limited. The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being disseminated by Morgan Stanley Saudi Arabia, regulated by the Capital
Market Authority in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia , and is directed at Sophisticated investors only.
Morgan Stanley Hong Kong Securities Limited is the liquidity provider/market maker for securities of Las Vegas Sands Corp. listed on the Stock Exchange of
Hong Kong Limited. An updated list can be found on HKEx website: http://www.hkex.com.hk.
The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (DIFC Branch), regulated by the Dubai
Financial Services Authority (the DFSA), and is directed at Professional Clients only, as defined by the DFSA. The financial products or financial services to
which this research relates will only be made available to a customer who we are satisfied meets the regulatory criteria to be a Professional Client.
The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (QFC Branch), regulated by the Qatar
Financial Centre Regulatory Authority (the QFCRA), and is directed at business customers and market counterparties only and is not intended for Retail
Customers as defined by the QFCRA.
As required by the Capital Markets Board of Turkey, investment information, comments and recommendations stated here, are not within the scope of
investment advisory activity. Investment advisory service is provided exclusively to persons based on their risk and income preferences by the authorized firms.
Comments and recommendations stated here are general in nature. These opinions may not fit to your financial status, risk and return preferences. For this
reason, to make an investment decision by relying solely to this information stated here may not bring about outcomes that fit your expectations.
The trademarks and service marks contained in Morgan Stanley Research are the property of their respective owners. Third-party data providers make no
warranties or representations relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they provide and shall not have liability for any damages relating
to such data. The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) was developed by and is the exclusive property of MSCI and S&P.
Morgan Stanley Research, or any portion thereof may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of Morgan Stanley.
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Indicators and trackers referenced in Morgan Stanley Research may not be used as, or treated as, a benchmark under Regulation EU 2016/1011, or any other
similar framework.

INDUSTRY COVERAGE: Gaming & Lodging

COMPANY (TICKER) RATING (AS OF) PRICE* (05/13/2020)

Thomas Allen
Boyd Gaming Corporation (BYD.N) O (12/20/2018) $15.38
Caesars Entertainment Corp (CZR.O) E (06/25/2019) $9.61
Choice Hotels International Inc (CHH.N) E (05/05/2017) $68.65
DiamondRock Hospitality Co (DRH.N) U (09/26/2016) $4.29
DraftKings Inc (DKNG.O) O (04/30/2020) $25.86
Eldorado Resorts Inc. (ERI.O) O (11/18/2019) $20.28
Extended Stay America Inc (STAY.O) E (08/09/2019) $10.25
Gaming and Leisure Properties Inc (GLPI.O) O (07/24/2018) $25.90
Hilton Worldwide Holdings Inc (HLT.N) E (01/17/2018) $64.85
Host Hotels & Resorts, Inc. (HST.N) U (12/20/2018) $9.45
Hyatt Hotels Corporation (H.N) E (03/07/2017) $44.35
Las Vegas Sands Corp. (LVS.N) E (01/21/2020) $44.42
Marriott International Inc. (MAR.O) E (07/24/2018) $75.26
MGM Growth Properties LLC (MGP.N) E (01/21/2020) $21.96
MGM Resorts International (MGM.N) E (01/21/2020) $12.68
Penn National Gaming, Inc. (PENN.O) O (05/09/2019) $16.54
Sunstone Hotel Investors Inc (SHO.N) U (09/26/2016) $7.04
VICI Properties Inc (VICI.N) O (08/26/2019) $14.87
Wynn Resorts, Limited (WYNN.O) E (02/09/2018) $76.77
Xenia Hotels & Resorts Inc (XHR.N) U (12/20/2018) $6.75

Stock Ratings are subject to change. Please see latest research for each company.
* Historical prices are not split adjusted.
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